Dear Sirs,

We would be very grateful if you could send us the names and addresses of three or four large importers or wholesalers in your country dealing with the following products.

Manufacturing tools according to ISS specification 599/1960 which is broadly based on ISO specification, in the following range:

- Parallel shank twist drills, jobber series and long series 3/16 to ½": equivalent in mm sizes also;

- Taper shank drills 1/8" to 2": equivalent in mm sizes also;

- Threading taps in pitch BSW, BSP and Metric thread. Metric threads according to DIN specifications; BSW and BSP threads according to BSS specification.

Our intention will be to write to these firms for information on the current main sources of supply, prices and other competitive factors and, if possible, extent of imports.

We thank you for your co-operation.

Yours faithfully,

H.L. Jacobson
Head, International Trade Centre
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